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Abstract 18 

Introduction: Highway safety performance at night has received less attention in 19 

research than daytime, despite the higher accident rates occurring under night-20 

time conditions. This study presents a procedure to assess the potential hazard 21 

for drivers created by headlight glare and its interaction with the geometric design 22 

of highways. Method: The proposed procedure consists of a line-of-sight analysis 23 

performed by a geoprocessing model in geographic information systems to 24 

determine whether the rays of light that connect headlights and oncoming drivers 25 

are obstructed by either the roadway or its roadsides. Then, the procedure checks 26 

whether the non- obstructed rays of light are enclosed by a given headlight beam. 27 

Different hypotheses were set concerning the headlight beam features, including 28 

the horizontal spread angle and whether the headlights are fixed or swiveling. A 29 

highway section was selected to test and validate the procedure proposed. A 3D 30 

recreation of the highway and its environment derived from a LiDAR point cloud 31 

was used for this purpose. Results: The findings disclose how glare is produced 32 

on tangents, horizontal curves, transitions between them and sequences of 33 

curves. The effect of visual obstructions conveniently placed is also discussed. 34 

Conclusions: A greater glare incidence is produced as the horizontal headlights 35 

spread angle increases. Swiveling headlights increase glare on highways left 36 

curves and reduce it on right curves. Practical Applications: The procedure and 37 

conclusions of this study can contribute to develop more effective glare avoidance 38 

technologies as well as identify and assess glare-prone sections. The glare 39 

evaluation assists in evaluating glare countermeasures such as deciding whether 40 

to place a vegetation barrier and where. 41 

 42 
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1. Introduction 53 

In nighttime driving, road users must have an adequate view of the roadway and 54 

the roadsides without the setback of glare. Vehicle frontlighting systems may 55 

dazzle drivers traveling on the opposing direction, thus reducing overall visibility 56 

(disability glare), as well as causing distraction and annoyance (discomfort glare) 57 

(Hwang and Peli, 2013). Even if a light source ceases to dazzle, it takes some 58 

time for the driver's eye to adapt to the variation in light intensity. As a result, the 59 

associated contrast reduction may affect drivers’ visual performance, potentially 60 

affecting highway safety. 61 

Road accidents represent a considerable loss of human life as well as a negative 62 

impact on economic activity. Fewer studies have been conducted on night-time 63 

sight distance than on daylight, despite the higher accident rates occurring under 64 

night-time conditions (AASHTO, 2018). Particularly, quantifying the real impact 65 

of glare on driving performance is difficult. In fact, accident records can hardly 66 

gather such information. However, several authors have described the increased 67 

risk of nighttime accidents associated to disability glare caused by vehicle 68 

headlights (Babizhayev, 2003; Lachenmayr et al., 1998). Notwithstanding the 69 

foregoing, vehicle lighting systems have experienced significant advances in 70 

recent years and show potential contributions to improve safety performance 71 

(Mehler et al., 2014; Peña-García et al., 2012). 72 

The geometry of the highways also plays an important role in the incidence of 73 

headlight glare since certain alignment sequences might contribute to glare. In 74 

this sense, a vegetation barrier is presented as a possible treatment to reduce 75 

headlight glare. However, its effect has not been studied in 3D. In addition, 76 
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advanced frontlighting systems should be able to adapt to the existing alignment 77 

sequences and traffic to prevent glare occurrence. 78 

The aim of this study is to propose a procedure to observe the incidence of the 79 

driver glare caused by vehicle headlights, and evaluate the effect of different 80 

headlight features on the driver glare occurring on certain highway alignment 81 

sequences and varied roadside features such as vegetation. To test the 82 

procedure, a real highway was modeled and assessed under a 3D approach.  83 

2. Background 84 

2.1. Drivers glare 85 

Driving performance in nighttime is largely determined by visibility conditions, 86 

which are in turn influenced by the design of the highway and its environment as 87 

well as the headlight features. Drivers must be able to visualize appropriately the 88 

roadway ahead sufficiently illuminated while ensuring that the headlights do not 89 

disrupt the oncoming traffic. 90 

Glare is a phenomenon that affects two aspects of the drivers’ vision (Theeuwes 91 

et al., 2002). On the one hand, disability glare creates reduced contrast 92 

sensitivity. On the other hand, discomfort glare produces a sensation of 93 

discomfort and fatigue in the driver without loss of vision. To evaluate glare, the 94 

9-point De Boer scale is most widely used in the field of automotive and public 95 

lighting (De Boer, 1967). Bullough (2014) analyzed visual performance benefits 96 

and quantify potential safety benefits from adaptive high-beam headlamp 97 

systems using mesopic and photopic measurements. Van Derlofske et al. (2004) 98 

tested glare placing a light source at 50 m at an angle of 5º to simulate oncoming 99 

traffic, measuring the ability of driver to detect a set of targets. Reagan et al. 100 

(2016) studied the perceived glare produced by vehicles approaching from 101 
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straight and curved trajectories on either side. The frontlighting systems of the 102 

test vehicles included diverse combinations of halogen and high-intensity 103 

discharge headlamps, fixed and swiveling, low beams and high beams.  104 

Concerning the separation distance between the driver and the glare vehicle, 105 

drivers have been reported to be affected by headlight glare from distances of 106 

less than 400 m (Porter et al., 2005). 107 

2.2. Headlight features 108 

A tradeoff between appropriate visibility of the driving scene and headlight glare 109 

avoidance is necessary. As a result, the photometric design of headlamps is 110 

standardized (Gibbons et al., 2012). European headlamp regulations establish 111 

stricter limitations for the headlight beam features to prevent glare, in detriment 112 

of the visual performance of the own driver. Conversely, American regulations 113 

promote higher illuminance performance at the expense of the comfort of 114 

oncoming drivers. 115 

Headlamp technology has advanced considerably in recent years and new 116 

designs could generate new glare scenarios. In this respect, there is concern that 117 

downsizing headlight systems may be contributing to glare. Moreover, headlamp 118 

types such as high intensity discharge, halogen and LED, the spectrum and size 119 

of the headlamps are factors that affect the severity of glare (Akashi et al., 2008; 120 

Van Derlofske et al., 2004). 121 

2.3. Nighttime visibility and glare simulation on highways 122 

To simulate the conditions under which headlight glare is produced, a line-of-sight 123 

analysis must be undertaken. This analysis concerns the classification of whether 124 

two positions in space can be connected by a straight line that founds no 125 

obstruction between its ends. A ray of light is a particular case of line of sight, 126 
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which is assumed to be enclosed within the headlight beam. Glare may therefore 127 

be produced if no obstruction is found between the headlamp and the eye of the 128 

oncoming driver. 129 

The headlight beam can be modeled in the 3D space as per the volume enclosed 130 

by theoretical boundaries given by the positions of the headlights with respect to 131 

the driver, the horizontal spread angle, the vertical spread angle and the range 132 

(Hassan et al., 1997). This procedure enabled the assessment of highway 133 

alignment in nighttime driving. In recent studies, the impact of the headlight beam 134 

features on headlight sight distance under such approaches was quantified (De 135 

Santos-Berbel et al., 2016). Moreover, variations of the vertical spread angle 136 

have been found to potentially produce a significantly different impact on safety 137 

(Andrade-Cataño et al., 2020). 138 

Adaptive curve lighting, and particularly swiveling headlights, involves bending 139 

the beam pattern into the curve. The swiveling angle of headlights is the angle 140 

rotated by a frontlighting device to bend the lights apart from the tangential axis 141 

of the vehicle’s trajectory. The value of this angle is typically governed by the 142 

turning angle of the vehicle and the speed (Ishiguro and Yamada, 2004). Several 143 

experiments carried out in test tracks to assess the effectiveness of swiveling 144 

headlights can be found in literature (Bullough et al., 2016, 2006; Hagiwara et al., 145 

2009, 2007; Ishiguro and Yamada, 2004). In general, these lighting systems have 146 

been reported to enhance visualization, target detection and driving performance. 147 

A number of studies characterized the effects of swiveling headlights on 148 

horizontal curves through the evaluation of the horizontal projection of the beam 149 

area through computer-aided simulations (Gao and Li, 2014; Sivak et al., 2005). 150 

Also, the combined effect of swiveling headlamps and alignment sequences on 151 
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headlight sight distance has been modeled in 3D (De Santos-Berbel and Castro, 152 

2020). 153 

Situations where headlight glare is produced have been analyzed in diverse 154 

simulation systems. Akashi et al. (2008) simulated the photometric distributions 155 

of diverse vehicle headlamp types to recreate the glare produced by oncoming 156 

traffic on tangents. It was found that higher mounting heights produce greater 157 

levels of glare than expected. Moreover, the effect of bright headlights has been 158 

reproduced and incorporated into a driving simulator (Haycock et al., 2019; 159 

Hwang and Peli, 2013). Recent studies have incorporated nighttime driving 160 

conditions into a driving simulator to evaluate the driver behavior. Driving 161 

simulators have also been utilized for advances in glare-free frontlighting systems 162 

(Berssenbrügge et al., 2016). 163 

3. Modelling of headlight beam and glare 164 

The research hereby presented was based on previous developments of the 165 

authors. The procedure followed is outlined in Figure 1, which consists of two 166 

main components. The first one is the geoprocessing model, which was exploited 167 

for the evaluation of lines of sight (Iglesias et al., 2016). This computational tool 168 

operates on geographic information systems (GIS), requiring as inputs a digital 169 

terrain model (DTM), a 3D object file and a dataset containing the points that 170 

represent the ends of the lines of sight to be evaluated.  171 
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 172 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the procedure for glare evaluation. 173 

 174 

The DTM and the 3D object file were derived from a Light detection and ranging 175 

(LiDAR) point cloud collected by a mobile mapping system. LiDAR surveys are a 176 

reliable data source to model a highway and its environment for the purpose of 177 

sight distance studies (De Santos-Berbel and Castro, 2018; Jung et al., 2018; Ma 178 

et al., 2019). The DTM illustrates the shape of the roadway and the terrain that 179 
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surrounds it. This dataset represents 2.5-D features as each position on the 180 

horizontal projection corresponds to a single elevation value, not enabling 181 

overhanging features (De Santos-Berbel et al., 2014). Therefore, to connect 182 

terrain points of the LiDAR point cloud, a triangular irregular network (TIN) dataset 183 

was built up in GIS. The 3D object file was created from the remaining points of 184 

the LiDAR point cloud to represent features above the ground with fully-3D 185 

features. It connects points closer than a threshold distance and classified within 186 

the same class (i.e. vegetation, roadside equipment, etc.) to form polyhedral 187 

entities (Arranz Justel, 2013; Iglesias et al., 2019). These features were imported 188 

in GIS as a georeferenced multipatch shapefile, which is a GIS object that stores 189 

a collection of patches (generally triangular) to represent the boundary of a 190 

number of 3D objects (ESRI, 2008). The TIN dataset and the multipatch shapefile 191 

constitute the 3D roadway and roadside model itself. Although it is not part of the 192 

3D model itself, a point shapefile representing the ends of the lines of sight to be 193 

launched is required. Therefore, this shapefile must contain, on the one hand, 194 

points located on the sequence of the headlamps' positions of a vehicle traveling 195 

along the highway, where the lines of sight representing rays of light originate. 196 

On the other hand, the eye position of the driver of the oncoming traffic, where 197 

the lines of sight end, must be included in the point shapefile. This shapefile was 198 

derived from the theoretical highway centerline. Both the horizontal and the 199 

vertical projections of the alignment were deduced with computer-aided design 200 

software. According to the Spanish geometric design standard, the driver is 201 

assumed to follow a trajectory parallel to the roadway centerline on the own lane 202 

at an offset of 1.5 m (d1 in Figure 2) (Ministerio de Fomento, 2016). The position 203 

of either headlight in space was set in relation to that of the driver as per the 204 
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following four geometric parameters (Figure 2): the headlamp mounting height 205 

(hh), the headlamp headway with respect to the driver (d2), the offset between 206 

headlamps (d3) and the offset of left headlamp with respect to the driver (d4). The 207 

values selected for these parameters were derived from those of the 11 most sold 208 

vehicles in Spain, which are shown in Table 1 (ANFAC et al., 2016). In this sense, 209 

it must be noted that the glare evaluation assumed that both vehicles involved 210 

are passenger cars. 211 

 212 

 213 

Figure 2. Layout of headlight beam and driver a) horizontal projection, b) 214 

vertical projection.  215 

Road centerline 

a) 

b) 
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Table 1. Parameters featuring the position of headlamps. 216 

Parameter Value 

hh 0.750 m

d1 1.775 m

d2 1.345 m

d3 0.320 m

 217 

The stations that represent the vehicle trajectories were obtained by means of a 218 

script that calculated points on the centerline spaced 5 meters apart. From these 219 

points, stations were obtained at the standardized offset d1 on both sides of the 220 

centerline and, from each station, the counterpart headlamp positions in space. 221 

Finally, two point shapefiles were produced: one that corresponds to the outward 222 

driving direction, which comprises the headlamp points in such a direction and 223 

the driver’s eye positions on the return direction; and another one that 224 

corresponds to the return driving direction, which contains the headlamp points 225 

of the return direction and the driver’s eye positions on the outward direction. 226 

Figure 3 displays a section of highway where the point shapefile contains both a 227 

sequence of paired positions of the headlights (hi,r and hi,l), and a sequence of 228 

the driver’s eye positions (di+1, … , di+6). The blue lines represent rays of light 229 

launched from the headlights at a generic position i towards the positions of the 230 

driver’s eyes ahead.  231 
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 232 

Figure 3. Schema of lines launched between headlamp positions (yellow spots) 233 

and oncoming driver’s eyes (red spots). 234 

 235 

The geoprocessing model output a line shapefile connecting the headlamp 236 

positions with the driver’s eye positions. Each line represents a ray of light and is 237 

associated with the line-of-sight evaluation outcome (true or false).  238 

The second component consists of a MATLAB module that is fed with both the 239 

output of the geoprocessing model and the geometric parameters of a headlight 240 

beam to compute the glare incidence. This module evaluates whether the 241 

unobstructed rays of light connecting a headlamp position with a target are 242 

enclosed within the defined headlight beam. Particularly, the illuminating 243 

headlights of a vehicle at a given position are considered to dazzle an oncoming 244 

driver at another particular position ahead if, at least, one of the unobstructed 245 

rays of light connecting the positions in the 3D space of the headlamps and the 246 

driver’s eye laid within the headlight beam (Figure 4). The output of this module 247 

can be displayed in a glare graph. The glare graph is a plot that features headlight 248 
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glare incidence along a highway section. The abscissa axis indicates the stations 249 

where the vehicle considered to be illuminating is, and the ordinate axis specifies 250 

the distance along the centerline to a position ahead that may be affected by 251 

glare. 252 

 253 

 254 

Figure 4. Layout of headlight beam in 3D space and oncoming driver potentially 255 

affected by glare. 256 

 257 

For the evaluation of glare, the headlight beam layout adopted is based on 258 

assumptions made in previous studies (De Santos-Berbel et al., 2016; De 259 

Santos-Berbel and Castro, 2020; Hassan et al., 1997). It is assumed to be 260 

bounded by the horizontal spread angle (α), the upward vertical spread angle (β) 261 

and the headlight glare range (Rg). A graphical description of these parameters 262 

is found in Figure 2. With regard to the horizontal spread angle, Hassan et al. 263 

(1997) explored horizontal spread angle values ranging from 0º to 10º outward 264 

the spotlights in headlight sight distance evaluations. Later studies have utilized 265 

values ranging from 0º to 6º (De Santos-Berbel et al., 2016; De Santos-Berbel 266 

and Castro, 2020). The vertical spread angle is measured upward the beam axle, 267 

which is in turn parallel to the longitudinal grade of the roadway. A value of 1º is 268 

commonly found in standards, guides and research studies (AASHTO, 2018; De 269 

Santos-Berbel and Castro, 2020; Hassan et al., 1997; Ministerio de Fomento, 270 
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2016). The roadway grade was accurately extracted from the LIDAR surveying 271 

data. To analyze the sensitivity of headlight glare to the variation of the horizontal 272 

spread angle, values between 1º and 6º were assigned to this parameter. Finally, 273 

based on the literature, the selected headlight glare range was 400 m. The 274 

selected values for the headlight beam parameters are presented in Table 2. 275 

 276 

Table 2. Parameters featuring the headlight beam. 277 

Parameter Value 

α 1º 2º 3º 4º 5º 6º 

Cright 7.1 8.2 9.6 10.7 11.3 12.5 

Eright 0.79 0.61 0.58 0.54 0.48 0.46 

Cleft 11.75 12.74 14.13 15.22 15.82 17.02 

Eleft 0.649 0.558 0.544 0.52 0.479 0.464 

β 1º 

Rg 400 m 

 278 

Two types of frontlighting systems were regarded: fixed frontlighting systems 279 

(FFS) and swiveling frontlighting systems (SFS). The consideration of different 280 

types of frontlighting systems involved the assumption of a certain swiveling angle 281 

(φ in Figure 4). The value of this angle remained constant and equal to zero along 282 

the highway section in the case of FFS, whereas it varied in the case of SFS. 283 

Based on previous studies developed by the authors, the swiveling angle of SFS 284 

is assumed to be controlled by the steering wheel rotation for the purpose of 285 

keeping the beams on the roadway where it bends (De Santos-Berbel and 286 

Castro, 2020). In turn, the steering wheel turning angle is assumed to be directly 287 
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proportional to the vehicle’s yaw variation per traveled length. The vehicle yaw is 288 

the angle rotated by the vehicle around its vertical axis changing the direction of 289 

heading. If the yaw is denoted by the letter ψ, the vehicle yaw variation per 290 

traveled length, or simply the yaw variation θ, is given by: 291 

 
𝜃

𝑑𝜓
𝑑𝑠

 (1) 

Also according to the abovementioned study developed by the authors, a 292 

mathematical function for the headlamp swiveling angle φ was proposed as 293 

follows (De Santos-Berbel and Castro, 2020): 294 

 𝜑 𝑓 𝜃 𝐶 𝜃  (2) 

where C and E are calibrated parameters, different for either swiveling side. 295 

These calibrated values were used in this study and are displayed in Table 2. 296 

4. Case study 297 

A section of a two-lane rural highway located in the region of Madrid (Spain) was 298 

selected to assess the incidence of headlight glare using the procedure devised. 299 

Its cross section consists of one 3-m wide lane per driving direction and 0.5-m 300 

wide shoulders. A design speed of 80 km/h was assumed as per the geometric 301 

features. The main horizontal alignment features are presented in Table 3. A first 302 

reverse curve in which both curve radii are 350 m is followed by short tangent, 303 

after which a second reverse curve is found, where both radii are 150 m. This 304 

highway section was selected because it comprises a sequence of multiple 305 

reverse curves with a combination of clear and non-clear inner roadsides, as well 306 

as tangents. These features make it suitable to test the procedure hereby 307 

presented for evaluating the incidence of headlight glare and how the different 308 

factors considered affect glare caused by vehicle headlights.  309 
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Table 3. Characterization of the horizontal alignment of the selected section. 310 

Alignment  Length (m) Radius (m) Deflection 

angle (gon)

Parameter 

of spiral 1 

Parameter 

of spiral 2 

Tangent 556.242 (Inf) 0 - - 

Horizontal 

curve 

225.509 350 27.879 160 158 

Horizontal 

curve 

182.558 -350 -17.020 158 193.2 

Tangent 17.969 (Inf) 0 - - 

Horizontal 

curve 

131.019 150 33.805 90 85.5 

Horizontal 

curve 

136.756 -150 -33.123 85.5 101.5 

Tangent 494,465 (Inf) 0 - - 

 311 

Concerning the highway and its environment, two scenarios were contemplated 312 

to assess the impact of certain roadside features on headlight glare incidence. 313 

Firstly, the actual highway environment was modeled in full accordance with the 314 

LiDAR point cloud. A 3D perspective of the original recreated scene, along with 315 

the driver’s eye positions on either path, is illustrated in Figure 5a. Secondly, the 316 

original multipatch shapefile was added a feature consisting of a visual barrier by 317 

the inner roadside at a double reverse curve, were headlight glare was expected 318 

to be produced since it was initially clear. The visual barrier consisted of a cluster 319 

of trees conceived in SketchUp that can be imported into a multipatch shapefile 320 

(De Santos-Berbel and Castro, 2018). The location, size and layout of the visual 321 
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barrier were set aided by 3D Analyst tools. Particularly, a set of lines of sight was 322 

launched between the beginning and the end of the double reverse curve to 323 

obtain the terrain profile and the necessary heights of the visual barrier. A 3D 324 

perspective of the new scene and the driver’s eye positions are displayed in 325 

Figure 5b. In the figure, it is observed that the highway section has a composite 326 

profile. 327 

a)  328 

b)  329 

Figure 5. Scene of the modeled highway a) actual situation and b) with added 330 

visual obstruction (cluster of trees). 331 

  332 
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5. Results and discussion 333 

In this study, three factors were studied in the 3D simulation of the headlight glare 334 

exposure. First, the effect of the horizontal spread angle of light on glare was 335 

assessed. Second, the glare produced by two types of frontlighting systems was 336 

examined. Third, two scenarios with varied roadside features were analyzed. It 337 

must also be noted that glare was evaluated on both driving directions. The 338 

results obtained for each of the groups of hypotheses are described and 339 

discussed below. 340 

5.1. Effect of the horizontal spread angle on glare 341 

As previously described, headlight glare was assessed on the selected highway 342 

section contemplating different values of the horizontal spread angle. To isolate 343 

the effect of such a variable, the other factors are kept constant. Figure 6 displays 344 

the headlight glare incidence for FFS on the outward direction in relation to the 345 

horizontal spread angle (from 1º to 6º) and the horizontal curvature of the selected 346 

section without the additional visual barrier. It is first noticed that glare had more 347 

incidence if a wider horizontal spread angle is considered. If the results are 348 

observed in relation to the curvature graph, the glare incidence occurred at 349 

constant distances on tangents, where the curvature is null. When approaching 350 

or while driving through right-hand bends (stations 556 to 782 and 982 to 1113), 351 

oncoming traffic is dazzled at shorter distances than on tangents, especially as 352 

the horizontal spread angle increases, but the section affected by headlight glare 353 

is far shorter. Conversely, the headlight glare occurrence is virtually non-existing 354 

on left-hand bends (stations 782 to 964 and 1113 to 1250). It can also be 355 

observed that on left-hand bends, the existing cut slope produced a visual barrier 356 

that breaks the glare area on the graph around station 750. 357 
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 358 

Figure 6. Combined glare graph for FFS with the horizontal spread angle. 359 

 360 

These results can help estimate the duration of glare when the vehicles involved 361 

are travelling at a given speed. Thus, assuming that both vehicles travel at the 362 

design speed (80 km/h) alongside the tangent, when glare occurs, it would last 363 

from 5.6 s in the case of α = 1º to 8.4 s in the case of α = 6º. Although the duration 364 

of the headlight glare would be much shorter in curves, the situation would be 365 

significantly more hazardous if the dazzled driver experiences disability glare as 366 

they could lose all reference to his position on the roadway on a curved alignment. 367 

5.2. Effect of the frontlighting system on glare 368 

As mentioned earlier in this document, the glare produced by two frontlighting 369 

systems was considered: FFS and SFS. To analyze the effect of this factor, the 370 

headlight glare incidence considering constant horizontal spread angle of 4º on 371 
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the outward direction without the additional visual barrier is assessed. Figure 7 372 

illustrates the corresponding glare graph along with the horizontal curvature. On 373 

right-hand curves, FFS produce glare for shorter distances between the 374 

illuminating vehicle and the oncoming traffic. Conversely, on left-hand curves, 375 

SFS increase the incidence of glare, which is practically non-existing for FFS. 376 

This effect is produced because the light beam bends towards the inside of the 377 

curve to light up the roadway instead of lighting up the roadside that lies straight 378 

ahead. In left-hand bends, the light from the swiveling headlamp runs through the 379 

opposite lane in order to illuminate the greatest possible distance, dazzling at 380 

shorter distances. On the contrary, in right-hand bends, the light from the 381 

swiveling headlamp passes over the inner roadside, avoiding glare on short 382 

distances. It can also be noted that the minimum distance at which glare is 383 

produced on curves (20 to 30 m) is significantly shorter than the counterpart 384 

distance on tangents (40 m). 385 

Additional noteworthy findings concern the relationship between the radius of the 386 

horizontal curves and the ranges of glare distances. On the one hand, the 387 

minimum distance at which headlight glare is produced by the calibrated SFS 388 

was independent from the curve radius on left-hand bends, they resulting as short 389 

as 15 m. However, the maximum distance at which the oncoming driver was 390 

dazzled was significantly longer on the left-hand bend around station 680 than on 391 

the left-hand bend around station 1180. This difference was likely to be produced 392 

by the small deflection angle turned on the former curve. On the other hand, the 393 

minimum distances at which glare was produced when assessing the FFS 394 

decreased as the curve radius increased. 395 
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 396 

Figure 7. Combined glare graph for α = 4º with FFS and SFS. 397 

 398 

Figure 8 shows the percentage of stations as a function of the distances ahead 399 

where headlight glare was found to be produced, in total for both driving 400 

directions. Three pairs of series that correspond to three horizontal spread angle 401 

values (1º, 3º and 6º) in combination with the two frontlighting systems considered 402 

in this study are represented. It is first noticed that all the series present a sudden 403 

increase of the headlight glare incidence percentage at different distances. As 404 

the horizontal spread angle increases, the distance at which the peak is found 405 

decreases. These values correspond to the distance from which glare is 406 

produced on tangents as deduced from Figure 6. It can also be observed that the 407 

SFS generally yielded slightly higher percentages of glare incidence at all ranges 408 
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of distances. These results highlight the increased tendency of SFS to produce 409 

glare.  410 

 411 

Figure 8. Overall percentage of glare incidence as a function of the distance. 412 

 413 

5.3. Effect of the additional visual barrier  414 

As indicated earlier, the effect of introducing a visual barrier by the inner roadside 415 

of a double reverse curve on headlight glare was assessed. The glare outcome 416 

produced in the two scenarios is illustrated in Figure 9 for its comparison. To 417 

analyze this effect, FFS with the horizontal spread angle set at 6º were 418 

considered on the outward direction. In this direction, the visual barrier is located 419 

between the two left-hand curves. Its effect, highlighted in red in the figure, is 420 

therefore produced when the dazzling vehicle travels along the first left-hand 421 

curve, and affects targets located on the second left-hand curve. Moreover, given 422 
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the existing sequence of alignments, the sections where glare is avoided are at 423 

a distance of more than 200 m. 424 

 425 

Figure 9. Combined glare graph for α = 6º and FFS with the effect of visual barrier. 426 

 427 

Finally, a similar comparison was performed considering SFS with the horizontal 428 

spread angle set at 6º on the outward direction (Figure 10). It can be noticed that 429 

the situations where headlight glare was produced, in general, increased in 430 

comparison to the FFS as the yellow area is greater than in Figure 9. However, 431 

the impact of the visual barrier on headlight glare reduction is less significant in 432 

the case of the SFS. This occurred because the SFS produce less glare between 433 

vehicles on the two left-hand bends than FFS do. Instead, glare is produced 434 

between vehicles located on consecutive curves if SFS are regarded. 435 
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 436 

Figure 10. Combined glare graph for α = 6º and SFS with the effect of visual 437 

barrier. 438 

6. Conclusions 439 

This study proposes a procedure to address the potential highway safety effects 440 

of headlight glare and their interaction with the geometric design of a highway 441 

section. A 3D model of the highway and its environment was derived from a 442 

LiDAR point cloud. A line-of-sight analysis performed by a geoprocessing model 443 

in GIS determined whether the rays of light emitted by headlights hit the eye of 444 

the oncoming driver or are intercepted by either the roadway or the roadside 445 

obstructions. Then, a MATLAB module was developed to check whether the non-446 

obstructed rays of light are enclosed by a given headlight beam. Different 447 

hypotheses were set concerning the headlight beam features, including the 448 

horizontal spread angle and two types of frontlighting systems, namely FFS and 449 
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SFS. A highway section was selected to test and validate the procedure hereby 450 

proposed. 451 

The results showed that a greater glare incidence is produced on oncoming 452 

drivers as the horizontal spread angle of the headlight beam increases. It was 453 

also found that SFS increased glare occurrence on left-hand curves, while glare 454 

incidence was reduced on right-hand bends when compared to the expected 455 

glare of FFS. However, a more efficient orientation of the light beam should not 456 

increase the incidence of glare. The results also indicated that SFS are overall 457 

more prone to produce glare than the FFS. 458 

A vegetation virtual visual barrier was conveniently placed by the roadside of an 459 

existing double reverse curve on the highway model, and its effect on headlight 460 

glare avoidance was studied. Given the highway geometric layout of the case 461 

study presented, its effectiveness on glare avoidance was noticed for distances 462 

beyond 200 m. A headlight glare evaluation assists in deciding whether to place 463 

a vegetation barrier and where and can help determine its potential benefits. In 464 

addition, it helped validate the procedure hereby proposed as the effects found 465 

in the case study were in line with the expectations. The procedure hereby 466 

presented can, on the one hand, contribute to develop more effective glare 467 

avoidance technologies. On the other hand, it facilitates the identification of glare-468 

prone sections and helps estimate how long would glare last as a measure to 469 

assess potential alignment shortcomings. It can also assist in discerning whether 470 

headlight glare might have contributed to the occurrence of a particular accident. 471 

Moreover, it is capable of evaluating the effectiveness of countermeasures such 472 

as a visual barrier. 473 
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Given the versatility of the procedure, the authors propose the analysis of glare 474 

incidence considering other vehicle types such as heavy vehicles as a future line 475 

of research for a more comprehensive evaluation. In addition, the evaluation of 476 

glare on a driving simulator recreating the highway segment studied and the light 477 

conditions created by the swiveling headlights is to be pursued. 478 
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